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Hi!
This questionnaire should help us find out how
you have been since our last appointment.
If you have any questions,
just ask us.

1.

Date:

2. NAME:				
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3. Has your pain problem changed since our last appointment? Please read all descriptions carefully and mark the one that describes your pain best.
I have...
not experienced pain for more than 1 month.
		
If so, for how long have you not had pain anymore?
for 1 – 2 months
for 2 – 3 months
more than 3 months

If you do not have pain anymore, we would like you to answer question 4.
	You do not need to answer the other questions.
If you still have pain, please answer all questions

Compared to our last appointment, I am experiencing pain...
much less frequently

a bit less frequently

as frequently as during our last appointment
a bit more frequently

much more frequently

Compared to our last appointment, my pain is...
much less 		

a bit less

as intense as during our last appointment
a bit more intense		

much more intense

4. How satisfied are you with your pain treatment? Please read all descriptions carefully and
mark the one that fits best.
I am …
very satisfied with my pain treatment
a bit satisfied with my pain treatment
a bit unsatisfied with my pain treatment
very unsatisfied with my pain treatment
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5. Please mark („X“) the area(s) that are painful.
6. Please also draw a circle (“ ”) around the area that hurts the most. That is what we call the
main pain location.

Girls

Boys

7.

Did you have permanent pain in the past 7 days
(that means, the pain is always there and never gone)?
yes, my pain is always there and never gone
no, my pain is sometimes there and sometimes gone
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Filling out the questions with the faces - how does it work?

In the following we would like to learn a bit more about your main pain (the one you marked with a
circle („ “) in the body diagramm).

8. How strong was your strongest pain in the past 7 days?
Please mark the face that fits best. Only mark one face!

9. When you were experiencing the pain, how strong was this pain mostly during the past 7 days?
Please mark the face that fits best. Only mark one face!

10. What do you do when you are in pain?

11. What do your parents do when you are in pain?

Thank you!
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© Faces Pain Scale – Revised (From Hicks et al. 2001. reprint with friendly permission of the IASP)

The faces show how much something hurts. The first face, on the very left side, shows that it does not
hurt at all. It means you have no pain. The other faces show that it hurts more and more up to the last
face, on the very right side, which shows that it hurts very much.
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